Abu Dhabi

in a week

13-19 May
The UAE President received participants at Abu Dhabi Global Healthcare Week

For more information click on the news
Khaled bin Mohamed bin Zayed inaugurated 1st Abu Dhabi Global Healthcare Week.
Hamdan bin Zayed visited Dalma Island, inspected infrastructure projects and met with UAE Nationals.
Nahyan bin Mubarak and Theyab bin Mohamed bin Zayed honoured winners of 17th Khalifa Award for Education in Abu Dhabi

On behalf of Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak, Theyab bin Mohamed bin Zayed accepted Distinguished Educational Personality Award at 17th Khalifa Award for Education
Zayed bin Hamdan bin Zayed attended final day of Abu Dhabi Global Healthcare Week.
Under the patronage of Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak, Fatima bint Hazza bin Zayed inaugurated new headquarters of Fatima Bint Mubarak Ladies Sports Academy

Under the patronage of Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak, Family Development Foundation launched Kindness and Mercy campaign

Department of Culture and Tourism – Abu Dhabi Chairman awarded French Legion of Honour

Abu Dhabi Sports Council revealed events calendar for May 2024

For more information click on the news
13 - 19 May

Department of Municipalities and Transport launched engineering excellence assessment system across the emirate

Environment Agency – Abu Dhabi supported reintroduction of endangered dama gazelles in Chad

Abu Dhabi Department of Economic Development announced 253% growth in non-oil exports to Poland

Silal inaugurated largest automated packhouse in UAE

Abu Dhabi Art’s Beyond Emerging Artists showcased UAE-based artists in Venice

PureHealth launched comprehensive mental health services platform Sakina

For more information click on the news
UAE secured 59 medals at 8th Jiu-Jitsu Asian Championship

Department of Health – Abu Dhabi and M42 launched the region’s largest hybrid cord blood bank

Tadweer Group to establish Abu Dhabi’s first dedicated facility for waste recovery

For more information click on the news
M42 launched second iteration of AI-model Med42 at Abu Dhabi Global Healthcare Week

Authority of Social Contribution - Ma’an allocated AED91m to support social projects in 2023

Abu Dhabi Customs launched first phase of Virtual Corridors Cargo Movement System in the emirate

ADNOC utilised advanced technology to identify gas deposits at Ras Al Sadr field

For more information click on the news
Abu Dhabi Sports Council to host One Run community race in the emirate for first time

Abu Dhabi Public Health Centre and PwC issued white paper to advance health equity for people with autism

ADNOC Drilling recorded significant year-on-year growth in Q1 2024 results
ISNR Abu Dhabi 2024 served as platform to strengthen future security of communities worldwide.

Department of Health – Abu Dhabi and International Federation for Emergency Medicine partnered to advance emergency medicine capabilities in the emirate.

Abu Dhabi Centre for Technical and Vocational Education and Training partners with Nafis to upskill female UAE National talent in healthcare sector.

Mubadala Investment Company reported portfolio growth of AED1.1 trn+ in 2023 financial results with five-year rolling rate return of 10.3%.

United Arab Emirates University recognised on QS Subject Area Rankings 2024 for 20 subjects.

For more information click on the news.
Abu Dhabi Mobility completed retrofit project to enhance clean energy systems at Sheikh Zayed Tunnel

Department of Community Development launched Medeem Card to support Emirati youth journey towards marriage

ADNOC Drilling awarded AED6.24bn contract to unlock UAE's unconventional energy resources

For more information click on the news